
1. Abed Nadir | Founder of Pillowtown
Abed Nadir is the founder and commander of the fort Pillowtown, seeking to build the
highest quality pillow fort on campus. Abed developed the original idea for the fort and
recruited Troy to help build it. As the founder, Abed has absolute authority over battle
plans and fort construction for Pillowtown, though he prefers to rule by consensus where
possible. With his vast knowledge, Abed can anticipate most strategic moves and has
planned elaborate defense protocols to protect Pillowtown. However, his rigidity and lack
of understanding of human emotions sometimes work against him.

2. Troy Barnes | Founder of Blanketsburg
Troy Barnes, Abed Nadir’s rival, is the founder and general of the fort Blanketsburg.
Abed initially recruited him to help build the pillow fort, but after a conflict, they split up
to create vast forts. He oversees the expansion and military capabilities of their fort, along
with working towards the world record of the largest fort. Though not as knowledgeable
as Troy, his leadership and charisma allow him to make alliances easily. He can also lash
out, blinded by his goal of winning the world record also prioritizing quantity over
quality. On the contrary, his strength and intellect allow him to command various troops
into battle.

3. Jeff Winger | Strategic Negotiator
Jeff Winger takes on the role of a strategic negotiator, using his charm, leadership, and
knowledge to control and show his views on the conflicts between Pillowtown and
Blanketsburg. His leadership and skills within a group led him to become a central figure
in the conflict between both forts, showing his expertise in resolving conflicts and finding
common ground. As the negotiator, his power to converse and mediate Pillowtown and
Blanketsburg conflicts made him an important ally. His communication, resolution skills,
and mediation are unmatched by others, which can benefit both factions, but can also be
used for darker purposes.

4. Annie Edison | Nurse
Annie Edison is the neutral nurse, caring for injured soldiers from both forts. Annie is a
long time friend of both Troy and Abed, finding herself troubled and conflicted with the
war between these two factors and doing anything to create a mutual solution. She has the
power to offer assistance to anyone hurt or harmed during the war between two factions.
She maintains neutrality, although a plan relating to a mutual agreement might sway her
choices. She creates a sense of peace and humanity with others surrounding her along
with healing and mediating minor or major issues.



5. Shirley Bennett | Mediator/Peacekeeper
Shirley Bennet's role as a peacekeeper and mediator, attempting to resolve the conflict
between Pillowtown and Blanketsburg, is vital to the ongoing war. She plays an
important role in limiting the fort tensions and creating harmony and peace. Her influence
is substantial, although it is confined to her abilities in peacekeeping and mediation.
Lastly, can use her position as a public speaker to rapidly spread new information to
create new action.

6. Pierce Hawthorne | Chaos Agent
Pierce Hawthorne assumes the role of a double sided agent, quietly changing the flow of
events between Pillowtown and Blanketsburg with his erratic and unusual techniques.
Pierce, who is well known for his questionable and frequently troublesome behavior,
adds an aspect to the conflict by acting as a wild card. Pierce, the cunning influencer, can
use unusual strategies to quietly affect relationships and events between Blanketsburg and
Pillowtown. His skills include being unpredictable, having unexpected changes when
desired, and being able to instigate conflict into the battle, creating an everlasting fire
between the two sides for pure entertainment.

7. Britta Perry | War Journalist
Britta Perry has the role of a war documentarian, recording the Pillowtown vs.
Blanketsburg fight as it develops. Another acquaintance of Troy and Abed, Britta, uses
documentary filmmaking to record the war and its effects on relationships. Britta can
represent and analyze the events of the war as the war documentarian. Her skills include
using cinema to tell stories, offering insight into the effects of the war, and swaying
public opinion. With an emphasis on recording and interpreting events, Britta's abilities
also extend to the media's influence and action in this war.

8. Leonard Rodriguez (Briggs) | Battalion Leader
Leonard Rodriguez uses his experience in combat to rally a group of supporters for the
Briggs Battalion, a faction that is either based in Pillowtown or Blanketsburg. Leonard,
who is well known in the study group for his distinct commander and leaderlike
personality and military experience, steps forward to take the lead in the war between
factions, creating a conflict strategy. He is capable of applying disciplined methods to fort
defense and construction, as well as strategic thinking and leadership.



9. Ben Chang | Unpredictable Ally
Ben Chang turns into an unpredictable ally, siding with Blanketsburg or Pillowtown
according to his desires and intentions. Chang, who is well known for his unpredictable
conduct and shifting allegiances, enters the battle as a wild card and teams up with Pierce
Hawthorne, although their partnership isn’t set in stone. Chang can choose to support
either team, adding excitement and unpredictability to the battle. His skills include being
unpredictable, switching allegiances, and creating mayhem.

10. Garret Lambert | Blanket Defender
Garrett Lambert uses his understanding of fort construction and defense to further the
objectives of the upgraded fort as well as Blanketsburg's fortifications. Garrett, who has a
reputation for being unpredictable and uptight, is crucial to creating and carrying out
Blanketsburg's strategy and eliminating Pillowtown. Among his skills are strategic
thinking, fort planning, and maximizing Blanketsburg's overall effectiveness against
attacks and sieges. As a blanket strategist, Garrett goes above and above the call of duty,
providing insightful analysis on Blanketsburg's fort defense and expansion.

11. Craig Pelton | The Dean
The Dean is in charge of upholding discipline and making decisions that affect all of the
students at Greendale Community College. As hostilities get more intense and threaten to
interfere with the college's regular operations, the dean gets involved in the fort battle. As
Dean, this person can decide on matters that impact all of the students, such as settling
disputes and enforcing rules. They can uphold peace, resolve conflicts, and look out for
the welfare of the campus population, however, many actions that they take might not be
in the best interest of the student body.

12. Robert Laybourne | Vice Dean (Instigator)
Vice Dean Laybourne plays the role of an external influencer, using his connections and
influence to manipulate the leaders of Pillowtown and Blanketsburg. Laybourne sees
Abed and Troy’s conflict and uses their weaknesses to manipulate them and further the
conflict between the opposing sides. As an external influencer, Laybourne has the power
to manipulate the perceptions and decisions of the fort leaders. His capabilities include
strategic manipulation, exploiting vulnerabilities, and steering the conflict in a direction
that aligns with his interests.



13. Neil | Neutral Observer
Neil assumes the position of a spectator, offering a neutral analysis of the disputes
between Blanketsburg and Pillowtown. Neil, who is well known in the study group for
being quiet and perceptive, plays a supporting but crucial role in recording and
comprehending the fort dispute. Neil has the authority to remain impartial and watch the
events without taking a side in the Pillowtown vs. Blanketsburg dispute because doesn’t
have great interaction skills with others. His skills include recording occurrences, offering
objective opinions, and maybe swaying others with his uncertainty.

14. Alex Osbourne (Star Burns) | Fort Defender
As a fort defender, Star Burn actively keeps one of the forts safe from impending
destruction. Star Burns takes up arms in the battle to protect the fort he has selected,
siding with either Blanketsburg or Pillowtown. Star Burns can actively participate in a
fort's defense as a fort defender by using tactics to thwart attacks and sabotage. His skills
include building forts, developing strategies for fort defense, and having immense. The
use of Star Burns' abilities is restricted to fort defense and active participation in
conflicts. His powers center on strategic defense and construction and his influence is
limited to the defense and strategy of the selected fort.

15. Guinness World Record Official | Official Territorial Judge
The person in charge of identifying and validating world records is known as the
Guinness World Record Official. The representative shows up at Greendale Community
College to evaluate and maybe declare the largest blanket fort for a world record. This
person, as the Guinness World Record Official, has the authority to accept or deny
Pillowtown and Blanketsburg's claims. They can judge the forts' dimensions and
expansion along with violations and make sure the competition is fair. Any sort of attack
or violence towards either side can sway his perception of giving the award to either side.

16. The Janitor | Campus Limiter/Observer
The Janitor watches the Pillowtown vs. Blanketsburg fight unfold with considerable
interest, assuming the position of a campus observer. The Janitor, a strange but perceptive
man, has seen the tensions and conflicts around Greendale Community College, giving
him a unique viewpoint on the dispute. The Janitor can watch and possibly even affect
events occurring behind the scenes as the campus observer along with limiting certain
areas for “renovations” or a “deep cleaning.”



17. Lunch Lady | Culinary Peacemaker
The Lunch Lady tries to reduce tensions and build bridges between Pillowtown and
Blanketsburg through cuisine. The Lunch Lady, who is well known for her hearty and
delectable meals, plays a crucial role in the conflict by providing a strategy for promoting
harmony through her delectable foods. The Lunch Lady’s kitchen is off limits and her
anger gets the better of her when she sees others lurking around her area during closed
hours. Her skills include developing common areas for all factions, appealing to emotions
through food, and having a safe and secret area within her kitchen.

18. The Physics Teacher | Scientific Strategist
The Physics Teacher plays the role of a scientific strategist, advising Pillowtown or
Blanketsburg on conflicting matters and developing dangerous and potentially destructive
weapons. The Physics Teacher, who is well known for their physics knowledge, has taken
no side but is swayed easily based on others' conceptual knowledge that is similar to his
own. Using the laws of physics can improve the fort's overall efficiency, defense
mechanisms, and structural integrity but can do quite the opposite as well by developing
many deadly and constructive weapons for certain factions. The Physics Teacher's
favorite formula is “Force = Mass x Acceleration.”

19. The Math Teacher | Egotistical Teacher
The math teacher analyzes and forecasts the results of conflict situations between
Pillowtown and Blanketsburg using mathematical concepts and predicts certain
outcomes. The Math Teacher, who is renowned for their ability to reason logically and
analytically, works against other teachers to remain supreme and as the best teacher. His
hatred for other teachers and faculty members for not aligning with his mathematical
methods drives his goal of working with students to take down teachers of other sides.

20. The English Teacher | Communications Expert
As a communication specialist, the English teacher mediates disputes, closes gaps, and
fosters understanding between Blanketsburg and Pillowtown through language. The
English teacher, who is well known for their skill in language arts, plays a critical role in
promoting clear communication and clearing up misconceptions between the two sides.
Though skilled in communication, the English teacher also acts as the school’s counselor,
giving feedback and swaying the opinions of members of each side when needed, but
also for her benefit.



21. The History Teacher | Record Keeper
The history teacher offers background information and analysis on various conflicts, such
as the rivalry between Pillowtown and Blanketsburg. The History Teacher, who is well
known for their expertise in historical events, proves to be efficient when finding the
cause and effect of certain riots. The history teacher’s development of a machine to keep
track of all school events can be used to wipe the memory of certain individuals with
radio waves, causing them to be forgetful of their actions and creating a clean and fresh
start.


